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Stark and Corcoran have assembled
remarkable facts and figures with which to
assess religious hatred and terrorism
around the world. Not content merely to
document the extent of religious hatred and
terrorism, they also to explain why it
occurs and whether it can be overcome.
The world is aflame with religious
hostility. Thousands of people are dying
for their religion, or because of it.
Churches are burned, mosques are blow up,
and people are machine-gunned while they
pray. Hundreds of thousands of Christians
are fleeing Muslim nations - many more
would join them if they had anywhere to
go. In too many schools the textbook
advocate killing the Jews; in too many
families, daughters are honor killed on the
basis of the flimsiest suspicions. Far too
many governments are actively complicit
in religious repression and terrorism, while
too many others fail to act. Meanwhile,
religious hatred flourishes; anti-Semitism,
anti-Christianism, anti-Muslimism, as well
as anti-Atheism.
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Religious People Increasing, Says Report Apr 14, 2017 In the country of 1.3 billion, the incidence of hostility related
to religion trailed only Syria, Nigeria and Iraq, all places where sectarian violence is Hawaiis Attorney General:
Religious hostility violates - BBC Stark and Corcoran have assembled remarkable facts and figures with which to
assess religious hatred and terrorism around the world. Not content merely to Survey Documents Religious Hostility
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by private individuals, none Mar 31, 2017 The facts alleged against Culpeper County in the federal lawsuit for its
rejection of a utility permit to serve a planned mosque leave the Why FRCs New Religious Hostility Report Is A Joke
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